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Introduction
Education continues to be a concern that engages governments, at the centre
and in the states. The focus seems to be on the results that are achieved in
examinations. The concern seems to be centered on numbers and meeting
minimum standards. It is a matter of concern that the positive developments
seen in the creation of the National Curriculum Framework of 2005 and the
Right to Education (RTE) Act are being given up, when the need of the hour
is to move forward in the same direction.
The substantial increase of students repeating class nine in 2014, saw
blame being placed on the no-detention policy brought in by the RTE Act,
which states that: “No child admitted in a school shall be held back in any
class or expelled from school till the completion of elementary education.” As
per the RTE Act elementary education refers to class 1 to 8. The no detention
policy was implemented to free students from the fear and trauma of failure.
We believe the no detention policy was a positive step in creating freedom for students in India. We need to understand the importance of this freedom not just from a child rights perspective, but also from the pedagogical
viewpoint. Learning takes place when children and young people make
meaning from what they see, experience, listen, read and individually and
collectively construct knowledge. This call for children exploring the world
around them on their own terms, experiencing teaching/learning in their own
way. Freedom thus is the bedrock on which teaching/learning rests.
However freedom is a necessary but insufficient condition for learning.
Freedom allows the child or young person to exercise her or his initiative,
but what nurtures that innate curiosity of a child into the quest for knowledge? It is challenge! Not the challenge of a standardized test, or that of attaining a minimum standard – but a challenge which is unique to every
individual, varied and a part of everyday practice. These challenges include
learning from the immediate context and the wider world; engaging in dialogue with many views to develop critical thinking, drawing out ideas and
examining underlying presumptions; and that of striving to ensure that current practice is enhanced by the lessons of past performance.
This challenge can be placed before children only by the most important component of any education system – the teacher. The first task of the
teacher is to abdicate the position of authority that accrues to him or her by
being an adult, and creating freedom for each student within a nurturing
and safe space, where the first expectation from a child is to observe and listen. As a facilitator the teacher, working with the children, the whole school
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and the community to which the students belong needs to curate
teaching/learning experiences that nurtures that curious and questing spark
that is innate in every child. While celebrating and encouraging the first formulations of the new knowledge creator, the teacher needs to create the
unique challenge that suits each individual child to encourage them towards
deeper understanding, wider perspectives and more articulate formulations.
Engaging with children and young people from working class settlements
of Delhi, Ankur has been able to build a legacy of writings from its knowledge
practitioners. It is striving to build a legacy of pedagogical practice that rests
on bedrock of freedom and encourages the innate curiosity in children with
finely calibrated, varied and everyday challenge. The following pages give a
glimpse of this pedagogical practice and the writings of children in 2015-16.
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1. Children’s Program
1.1 Learning CoLLeCtive
The practices of the learning collective are designed to build the listening,
speaking, reading, writing skills of young children.
Children were engaged in discussion around the following themes:
‘waiting for school results’, ‘when there is no electricity’, ‘T.V. shows’, ‘what
if I had wings’, ‘when I lost something’, ‘the first time I tried my hand at
something’, ‘gift received’, ‘the first day at school after school reopened’,
‘scenes in the by-lanes’, ‘view from the roof-tops’, ‘the time spent at our village’, ‘what I like to do on the terrace’, ‘winter holidays’, ‘foods that tempt’,
‘when I acted in a clever manner’, ‘watching television’, etc. They were encouraged to write on these themes, or creating picture stories, comics or illustrations on similar situations they read or heard in a story.
The lessons in the school textbook were engaged with, as a source to
draw out their experiences and facilitate their practice through open ended
questions, role plays, craftwork and other activities. These activities helped
them understand the crux of the lesson, the new words introduced, and respond to the textbook questions. This helped them absorb the texts, and also
explore their own worlds and create independent or derivative works.
There were discussions on themes such as water and smell that brought
out the environmental conditions of their localities. Issues such as scarcity of
water, irregular supply, contamination, water being sold in the market came
up. Children spoke about these affect their routines and families. In the discussion on ‘smells’ they spoke about the foul smell from the public toilet, public
garbage bin, the drains, and how it is to live with these smells.
During festival times, the practitioners saw how objects/statues related to a particular are made, how different families decorate their homes,
how community celebrations are planned. They wrote down what they found
out in these exposures and interactions. In a subtle way these practices
helped develop their appreciation for diversity.
Their articulations and writings became a basis for developing reading
materials such as posters and picture storybooks, motivating them further
to write and share at the community events.
There was discussion on games played in the different seasons, their
play corners in different locations, games beyond winning and losing, the
games they play and the games they have invented, and the ways in which
they negotiate time for play. They shared how dumping of waste or storage
of construction materials takes away the play space in the parks. Play events
were organized in parks where they played games of their choice.
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The issue of safety being a concern for young children as well was
taken up at the learning collectives, through a film show. They were asked
to share when they felt scared at home, school, in locality or outside their
neighborhood. Some of them had experienced inappropriate touch from uncles, friends of relatives or school teachers. The need to tell a close adult about
such episodes was stressed with the children.
The practitioners of the learning collective, held storytelling sessions
at a variety of sites. These included neighborhood parks, shelters for homeless families, labor colony, crèche centres, public library, schools, street corners and by-lanes of their locality.
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1.2 CLub
The practitioners continued to hone their writings based on their research
of their neighborhood and also engaged with critical issues affecting children.
Practitioners wrote on theme such as ‘difficult times’, ‘the night I could not
sleep’, ‘an unforgettable incident’, ‘when we all laughed’, ‘people who spread
happiness’ etc. The line ‘do you know what happened in our locality…’ generated stories about the happenings in the neighborhood.
The practitioners undertook research, writing and storytelling in small
teams. One group took up theme of work spaces such as factory units, godaam, weekly market, dairy, clinics. Another team explored the theme of
non-classroom spaces of the school. They wrote about corridors, playground,
staircases, terrace, back -gate, toilets, library and labs. Another team focused
on life journeys and did in-depth conversations with certain individuals to
create life stories. Another team engaged in rigorous practice in storytelling
and script writing for Kissagoi and Dastangoi performances.
The practitioners took up the theme of Guzarta bachpan (Passing
childhood) and spoke to their peers are involved in the world of work – children working in electric repair, motor garage, garbage collection and junk
dealing, rag picking, car-cleaning, domestic work etc. Some of them are learning the skills of the trade, after school. Some have gotten into full time work.
They shared how they snatch time for play, and the risks they face. They
shared how the pressure of economic responsibilities and making a career
took them away from play. A play event was organised where the children
engaged in different works could come and play.
The practitioners explored the theme of tensions and childhood. They
wrote stories about situations that caused them tension - loss of parents’ job,
being compared with siblings, prolonged sicknesses of a family member,
going to school when not in complete uniform, demolition of their settlements,
not being able to pay fees on time, being late in delivering work orders taken
up by their families, being bullied at work place, not being allowed to play a
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match, being harassed by an adult. Thalia Gigerenzer, a researcher in the
field of mental health and a writer, listened to these stories and facilitated
the discussions. Some of the questions were - what causes them tension, feelings associated with tension, how do they cope with tension.
A session was held with Dr. Bharti Sharma, child rights activist and
former member of National Commission for Protection of Child Rights. After
listening to some of the stories written by the practitioners, she spoke about
the impact of such incidents on the psyche of children, and the importance of
voicing these experiences. She discussed the recent policy developments,
amendment to the Juvenile Justice Act 2000 and the Child Labor Protection
and Regulation 1986 Acts and their implications on children and their communities. It was stressed that such changes need to be looked at seriously
for they shall have far reaching consequences for making children even more
vulnerable.
To discuss the issue of safety, the film ‘Komal’ was shown to the practitioners and followed by a discussion on when do they feel scared and vulnerable, what is inappropriate touch, and how to take care of oneself.
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1.3 LibrarY
The practitioners discussed the role of the five senses in reading and writing.
They created anecdotes and stories around words, lines, situations from stories they read. They created word webs around selected words from books
and each others’ texts. They got into the practice of refining their creative
pieces through self-review and peer feedback.
They explored the different genres of writing – story, play, memoirs,
essays, poetry, travelogues, novels, diary, autobiography etc. They read
works of authors such as Prem Chand, Taslima Nasreen. They reviewed stories written by Vijay Goel, Bhishm Sahni, Sarvada Snehi etc. They connected
the texts with the events and stories from their lives and neighborhood.
The texts of some of the young authors were published in Hans literary
magazine and drew favourable response. They participated in an interface
with the editor of the Hans Magazine. There was a workshop on ‘Writing about
the world around us’ with well known Hindi writer Anil Yadav and on ‘from
story to script’ with Vipul K. Rawal, film scriptwriter. They participated in
workshop on film making and learnt how to integrate text, images and sound.
Story telling events were held in the different blocks and corners of
the locality. Their audience included shop-keepers, vendors, residents, beat
officers, conductors, medical attendants, teachers etc. The practitioners had
interactive sessions with poets, storywriters, diary writers and readers from
their neighborhood on creative practice. They also met editors, reporters and
journalists of local newspapers.
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2. Youth Program
2.1. Young Women’s CoLLeCtive
They discussed and wrote about what words such as confidence, dreams, desires, choices, pressures mean to them. They related their stories around
pleasant moments, loneliness, encounters with strangers, major incidents of
their lives. There were discussions about time for self in everyday routine,
shared spaces for young women, water in their everyday routines. The practitioners undertook research on themes of savings, jugaad and women of substance.
In the photo-walk activity, the practitioners clicked images that attracted them and wrote about them as they walked on the roads, moved
through the different markets, halted at tea-stalls and different shops. ‘Half
the city is ours’ workshop dealt with the issue of mobility of young women.
They met young women who go to work, such as those working in call
centres, hospitals and real estate agencies. The young women shared the
questions they face in their neighbourhood and how they handle them, the
risks they face in navigating the city. The practitioners compared their routines with the routines of the young women who go to work.
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2.2. mohaLLa media Labs
The practitioners under tool research and writing on themes such as ‘jugaad’,
‘bus rapid transit corridor’, ‘labour chowk, ‘photographs and memories’, ‘the
learned people of locality’, ‘ technology that is disappearing’. A workshop
was held with Yashoda Singh, the author of Dastak, on the theme, ‘Journey
of writing stories’.
They made story boards and animations on texts. They learnt about different software tools to create media forms. In the piece to camera activity, they
wrote a piece, and did live narrations that were captured on the video. Through
different practices they learnt how to connect the written with the media form.
'Han Mai Kam Bechta Hun' (Yes, I sell my labour) Booklet was developed based on their research on labour chowk.
They contributed write-ups for the web-portal Youth ki Awaz. They
engaged with other youth of the neighborhood in their social spaces.
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3. Community Program
The creative works of children and young people were shared with the parents. There were discussions on stories from their lives that they want to
share with their children, the city and the young women, their imaginations
and aspirations for their children, how safe and unsafe are their children and
daughters, television in our daily lives and routines.
There were discussions with parents on how they viewed play and its
role in children’s lives, and what prevented children from playing. They expressed that the lack of time for play is on account of shouldering household
responsibilities, safety concern, tuitions and time spent in watching television. The parents were concerned that the rapid constructions in the city and
the use of public space for parking are taking away the open spaces for play.
A play event was held in the locality at which children and young women
played with their mothers.
Dastaangoi and Kissagoi (storytelling performances) were held in
parks, locality markets, terraces of homes. Exhibitions and fairs were held
to showcase and celebrate the creativity of children and young people. Their
creative works were circulated amongst different publics such as those interested in reading and writing, retired people, elderly women, shopkeepers and
vendors. Reading corners were created in parks and weekly markets. Texts
of practitioners were used for discussion around issues. A writing festival
was organised in the community for those who like to write - be it poems, stories, shayari. An event was held at Labor Chowk to share the research and
writing on ‘Labor chowk’.
A program was held in the community to celebrate the women’s day.
The women shared about times when they were able to take decisions from
their will, decisions where they were able to influence their male family mem-
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bers, or where they defied them. The issue of trafficking of young women and
children was discussed using a mainstream Hindi film. A meeting was held
with women at the labor colony. They shared about their migration and
movement from one construction site to another and their anxieties related
to the impermanence of their habitat. Discussions were held on problems in
opening and operating bank accounts, accessing ladli scheme for girl child.
A few women participated in a national level consultation on ‘Voices of Muslim Women’ to discuss their concerns with respect to education, violence, divorce and livelihood.
The residents of Sawda Ghevra resettlement shared their experiences,
for writing on the book ‘Ek ghar banta kaise hein’ on Sawda Ghevra. These
stories are about demolitions, changing routines of children, beginning life
at Sawda, travelling, settling down, finding new livelihoods, learning new
skills, the celebration of life, changing relationships, elections etc. The book
tells the inspiring story of how people left to fend for themselves after being
put through the trauma of their homes being demolished and their household
being displaced built themselves a new home, a new neighborhood and a new
relationship with the city.
Aage ki Raah (the path ahead) sessions were organized in the different
neighborhoods where there was discussion and information sharing on the options available to them, for pursuing education/training after finishing school.
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4. Contribution to
Critical Pedagogy
4.1 interface with schools
Sustained interaction with children and teachers, took place in two government schools of Bisrakh block, Ghaziabad District, Uttar Pradesh. Resource
material around language textbook lessons of class 3, was created and sessions were held with the teachers. The focus was on evolving the classroom
as a multi-dimensional space - a listening space, a writing space, a mobile
space, a cinema hall, a library, a space for imagination, a silent space, a space
for experiment, an exhibition space, a space for performance, a social space.
Imagination of the class for a specific day, guided the practices that were chosen for that day. Film shows and special events were also held in the school.
In the government schools in the communities where Ankur works,
the interface continued through storytelling and sharing of creative works
and booklets, authored by practitioners of Ankur collectives. Puppets shows
around textbook stories were held. On the occasion of Teacher’s Day, the
practitioners wrote letters to their teachers. Writing activities and events
were organized. Questions included: Do you know what happened? Writers
were asked to read their pieces and they were recorded on camera while reading their pieces, which gave them a lot of confidence. An e-book was made of
their writings making it an important activity in schools. Participating students read out their pieces were held in the balconies, corridors and staircases of the school.
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4.2 interface with university departments and others
Three hour weekly sessions were held with second year students of Bachelor
of Elementary Education, Miranda House, Delhi University on “Storytelling
and Children’s Literature.” The following sessions - fiction and children’s
literature, activating senses, generosity of listening, writing experiences and
memories, and writing non-fiction.
Ankur conducted a session with the participants of the Summer teacher
fellowship Program organized by the Regional Resource Centre for Elementary Education, Delhi University, on the theme of ‘Children’s Voices’. There
were elementary school teachers, from government, private and aided schools
from different parts of India.
Ankur conducted a session at the Department of Social Work, Delhi University Orientation session with the first year students - Rethinking working
class settlements, using the hindi film songs as a resource/medium for discussion. Ankur presented a paper on ‘Field work in Education’, at the Department of Social Work, Delhi University.
Ankur conducted a session with teachers and principle from different
schools of Delhi, on the theme of ‘Listening to Children’s Voices’, at Nehru
Learning Centre for Children and Youth, Teen Murti Memorial.
Ankur engaged with young adults at Anubhuti Sewa Samiti. Their expressions and articulations were generated through different activities. Their
writings in Hindi and Urdu have been compiled and circulated.
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4.3 right to Creativity Campaign
Right to Creativity corner was created at Wave Smart Jiyo, a public event at
Noida. Through the activity ‘the T 20 book challenge’ – ‘Make your own book’.
Children created stories around themes of friendship, journeys, gifts, school,
relatives etc. Based on the writings, a wall magazine -- Story Seeds/Katha
Beej was made. Young writers read out their stories, on the stage. The visitors
to the corner included parents and other adults – people from different walks
of life such as sports persons, artists, teachers, businessmen etc. The display
at the corner included materials being generated and the published material
authored by the practioners of Ankur collectives. ''Each child has a right to
flower. This is a commendable effort to harness the energy of youngsters.''
‘Fair of sounds’ workshop was held with the children of the Blind Relief
Association, a residential cum educational institute for the blind. The children shared about the sounds heard in the everyday routine of the hostel, at
picnics, at railway station, at the Annual Diwali fair, a public event held at
the premises.
Follow up sessions were held at Bal Sahyog, with the participants in
the workshop on Connaught Place. Work was done on the booklet, ‘Aaj
Bazaar Mein’ that is based on the writings of children.
Right to creativity campaign activities were also conducted in the
neighborhood government and private schools.
‘Panne se Parde tak’ (From page to the screen) Script writing with
Vipul Rawat, script writer of film Iqbal. Sessions - transforming a story into
a script, difference between a story and script, technical aspects of writing a
script, sources to enhance a script. Participants developed scripts around a
plot, watched the film 3 Idiots and reviewed its script.
A public event was held to mark the one-year of writing by Ankur practitioners in the Ghuspaithiye column of Hans magazine. On this occassion
Tina Negi, young writer from Ankur, Sanjai Sahai, editor Hans, Anil Yadav,
writer expressed their views on this writing. They appreciated it for its freshness and direct expression.
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4.4 interfaces with Child rights and gender initiatives
The Ankur team, a child practitioner and a facilitator, participated in the
National Children’s Consultation ‘Towards Safe Spaces for Children of India’,
in Mumbai. There were discussions on safe and unsafe spaces, forms of abuse,
speaking up when abused, Pocso law and the juvenile justice system. Bachpan ki Gum chot (The hidden injuries of childhood) - a booklet of stories authored by children on the theme of vulnerability, was shared in the
consultation as well as the press conference that followed. The facilitators
expressed that the stories resonated the truths of children’s lives. This booklet can be useful in drawing the experiences of other children.
The practitioner team from Ankur presented a storytelling performance,
Kissagoi, at the event, ‘Child Safety – Our Collective Responsibility’ organised
by Terres Des Homme (TDH) and its partners. The event was attended by children and adults from different parts of the country. The stories presented were
from booklet, Tana Hua Bachpan, that was launched at the event.
Ankur participated in the deliberations of Pro-Child, a network of organisations for child protection, on proposed amendments to the Juvenile
Justice Act 2000 and the Child Labour Prevention and Regulation Act 1986.
Ankur made a presentation on its approach and activities related to
‘Right to Play’ at a regional conference in Bhopal. Two practitioners of the
learning collective and a facilitator attended the workshop on ‘child participation’ in Dehradun.
Ankur made a presentation at the national conference on ‘Collectivising adolescent girls - mapping of experiences, on its work with adolescent
girls. The participants expressed that this was a unique inititative with adoleschents and goes beyong life-skills approach. The texts written by the girls
bring out the gender dimensions of their experiences in a very nuanced way."
Ankur team attended the public hearing on identity based discrimination/violence against children in school education, organised by Centre for
social equity and inclusion, Children’s movement for climate justice, National
Dalit movement for justice and the RTE Forum.
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